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 MGF IPAD AIR 1-2 / PRO 9.7 SPORT
CASE (KNEEBOARD / MOUNTABLE)

The iPad Kneeboard Sport™ is the perfect aviation 
kneeboard, mount and everyday case for the iPad 
Air or Pro 9.7. It is designed for the pilot looking to 
secure their iPad on either leg, who needs the mini-
mal case, but still wants a very secure fit, or for the 
pilot that wants to mount their iPad. In black, smooth 
polycarbonate, the Sport™ adds protection and 
great feel to the iPad. The iPad Kneeboard Sport™ 
was designed for pilots by pilots. It is designed to 
work in aircraft where space is tight or where there 

is a cyclic, or control stick being used between the legs. It is perfect for 
pilots of helicopters, sport aircraft, and when there is tight yoke clear-
ance or when mounting is desired. Note: This is the iPad Kneeboard 
only. Mounts sold separately .......................P/N 13-19539

MGF NIGHT VISION CLIP
The Night Vision Clip Light is designed to put green, 
eye protecting light exactly where you need it when you 
need it. The batteries are replaceable.
 P/N 13-12404

MGF PRODUCTS

MGF IPAD PRO 12.9 / 11-13 INCH
TABLET KNEEBOARD FOLIO C

The iPad Pro Universal Kneeboard Folio™ C (including 
clipboard) is the perfect high-quality leather, rotating 
aviation kneeboard, lapboard and everyday case for 
your iPad Pro, and all other 11-13” tablets. Now you can 
bring any 11-13” iPad/Tablet with you into the cockpit 
of any airplane, train, car or truck where it can be held 
secure on your knee and lap. High quality, rich leather 

wraps the outside while soft and protective micro-fiber material lines the 
inside. The iPad/Tablet is held by four adjustable clips that are attached 
to a rotating cradle. All of the ports and controls remain accessible so the 
iPad/Tablet can be charged, synced and controlled when it is in its case . 
 P/N 13-19537

MGF IPAD MINI UNIVERSAL
7-8 INCH TABLET KNEEBOARD FOLIO C

The iPad Mini Universal Kneeboard Folio™ C (including 
clipboard) is the perfect high quality leather, rotating 
aviation kneeboard, lapboard and everyday case for 
your iPad Mini 1/2/3/4, and all other 7-8” tablets. Now 
you can bring any 7-8” iPad/Tablet with you into the 
cockpit of any airplane, train, car or truck where it can 
be held secure on your knee and lap. High quality, rich 
leather wraps the outside while soft and protective 

micro-fiber material lines the inside. The iPad/Tablet is held by four 
adjustable clips that are attached to a rotating cradle. All of the ports and 
controls remain accessible so the iPad/Tablet can be charged, synced 
and controlled when it is in its case .............P/N 13-19535

MGF APPLE CERTIFIED PREMIUM 
LIGHTNING CABLE (3FT)

This premium Charge + Sync cable makes it easy to 
connect your Apple portable to a computer, USB charger, 

or compatible car receiver. It features high end aluminum casing around 
the heads for added durability. The cable is wrapped in a high quality 
braided fabric that resists tangles, kinks and knots. Nylon Sleeve: The 
cable is wrapped in a high quality braided fabric that resists tangles, 
kinks and knots. Metal Connectors: High end aluminum connectors 
ensure you’ll have a snug, reliable connection every time.  3 Feet: 3.28 
feet of cable. Lightning Connector: For use with any iPhone, iPad, or 
iPod that uses the lightning connector.........P/N 13-19558

MYGOFLIGHT IPAD AIR 4 SPORT 
KNEEBOARD / MOUNTABLE CASE 

The iPad Kneeboard/Mountable Case is the perfect 
aviation kneeboard, mount and everyday case for the 
iPad. It is designed for the pilot looking to secure their 
iPad to their leg or for the pilot that prefers to mount 
their iPad. The black, smooth polycarbonate adds 
protection and great feel to the iPad. Take your iPad 
from air to office to home. It is perfect for pilots of all 
aircraft. This product fits the iPad Air 4. Note: Mounts 
Sold Separately P/N 13-23988

MYGOFLIGHT IPAD MINI 6 SPORT CASE 
(KNEEBOARD / MOUNTABLE) 

The iPad Kneeboard Sport™ is the perfect aviation 
kneeboard, mount and everyday case for the iPad 
Mini 6. It is designed for the pilot looking to secure 
their iPad on either leg, who needs the minimal 
case, but still wants a very secure fit, or for the pilot 
that wants to mount their iPad. In black, smooth 
polycarbonate, the Sport™ adds protection and 
great feel to the iPad. The iPad Kneeboard Sport™ 
was designed for pilots by pilots. It is designed to 
work in aircraft where space is tight or where there 
is a cyclic, or control stick being used between the 

legs. It is perfect for pilots of helicopters, sport aircraft, and when there 
is tight yoke clearance or when mounting is desired. This product fits 
the iPad mini 6. Note: This is the iPad Kneeboard only. Mounts sold 
separately ....................................................P/N 13-23854

MYGOFLIGHT IPAD / TABLET LEG MOUNT 
iPad Leg Mount – The Ultimate Kneeboard. Now you 
can tilt and position the iPad or iPad Mini where it is 
easily seen & operated. Like adding an additional 
screen to your cockpit. Maintain full visibility of panel 
information & controls. Rock solid, very comfortable, 
magnetic latch straps. For airplanes and helicopters 
or any application where the iPad is to be secured to 
your leg. Easily rotates between portrait and landscape 

modes. iPad/Tablet Device Holder (Sold Separately). Images shown of 
the holders are illustrative............................P/N 13-23713

MYGOFLIGHT PLC COMMUTER 
FLIGHT BAG

The PLC Commuter is the latest addition to 
MyGoFlight’s amazing line of flight bags. Made 
from rugged ballistic nylon, this bag is engineered 
to fit the lifestyles of aviators and travelers that 

bring both style and durability. This is your ultimate grab and go bag 
built to securely hold all of your flight essentials. This flight bag is the 
ultimate solution for storing and protecting the essentials needed for any 
destination. Mesh pockets allow you to see your items inside. The Flight 
Bag PLC Commuter is designed by pilots for pilots to be the ultimate 
travel companion .........................................P/N 11-20198

MYGOFLIGHT FLIGHT BAG
PLC PRO 2024 EDITION 

The newly redesigned PLC PRO is the latest addition 
to MyGoFlight’s amazing line of flight bags. Made 
from rugged ballistic nylon, this bag is engineered 
to fit the lifestyles of aviators and travelers that bring 
both style and durability. Improvements to this Flight 
Bag include upgraded padding to the self-standing 
shell for durability, stowable backpack straps, and a 

cool matte finish on the metal parts. This flight bag is the ultimate solution 
for storing and protecting the essentials needed for any destination. 
Mesh pockets allow you to see your items inside, while a self-standing 
shell allows for perfect positioning for easy access. The Flight Bag PLC 
Pro is designed by pilots for pilots to be the ultimate travel companion.
 P/N 11-20235

MGF ARMORGLAS SCREEN PROTECTORS
When it comes to screen protection, nothing is better 
than the feel and clarity of pure glass. ArmorGlas™ 
is like having no screen protector on at all - you 
won’t even realize it’s there. ArmorGlas™ is made of 
premium, ultra-thin tempered glass. It is designed to 
preserve the feel and clarity of the standard screen 
on your device while adding a substantial level of 
protection. ArmorGlas™ is made to protect the screen 
of your device from fingerprints and scratches and 
is very effective at absorbing impact to minimize the 
chance of shattering your display.

Model Anti-Glare No. Price
iPad Mini 13-16362 ---
iPad Mini 4/5 13-18743 ---
iPad 2/3/4 13-16364 ---
iPad Pro 13-19554 ---
iPad Pro 10.5 13-20668 ---
iPad Pro 11 13-22079 ---
iPhone X 13-22080 ---
iPad Mini 6 13-23857 ---
iPad Pro 9.7 / 9.7 / Air 1 / 2 13-16363 ---
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